Parallel coupled perturbed CASSCF equations and analytic CASSCF second derivatives.
A parallel algorithm for solving the coupled-perturbed MCSCF (CPMCSCF) equations and analytic nuclear second derivatives of CASSCF wave functions is presented. A parallel scheme for evaluating derivative integrals and their subsequent use in constructing other derivative quantities is described. The task of solving the CPMCSCF equations is approached using a parallelization scheme that partitions the electronic hessian matrix over all processors as opposed to simple partitioning of the 3 N solution vectors among the processors. The scalability of the current algorithm, up to 128 processors, is demonstrated. Using three test cases, results indicate that the parallelization of derivative integral evaluation through a simple scheme is highly effective regardless of the size of the basis set employed in the CASSCF energy calculation. Parallelization of the construction of the MCSCF electronic hessian during solution of the CPMCSCF equations varies quantitatively depending on the nature of the hessian itself, but is highly scalable in all cases.